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Executive Summary

About this Series: Scaling Access & Impact: Realizing the Power of EdTech

There are 250 million learners around the world who have finished their schooling – yet aren’t able to read or write well and lack the skills they will need to succeed in the 21st century. Additionally, around the globe are classrooms with tens of thousands of teachers struggling to close that educational gap – but lacking the access to tools and resources that will enable them to succeed.

The Brookings Institute described a 100-year gap, the century it will take for the world’s poor children to achieve educational parity with the wealthy at today’s pace. Neither our world nor those learners can wait that long: We must find ways to close that gap quickly and efficiently, to allow all learners, educators, and educational systems to realize their full potential.

In pursuit of this goal, Omidyar Network’s Education initiative began in 2009 to invest in innovations in education with such “leapfrog” potential and in 2014, specifically focused some of our investments on innovations powered by technology. Omidyar Network has since invested more than USD 150 million in promising global innovations in education across four continents.

Our efforts have been inspired by bold entrepreneurs as well as public, private, and social sector education leaders who are unleashing the human potential of a generation of learners through “Equitable EdTech.” Omidyar Network defines Equitable EdTech as the promise of technology to be a great equalizer in improving quality education for learners in need. We have witnessed that Equitable EdTech models can bring students from several years behind to on grade level, while also shifting the norm from teacher-centered instruction to student-centered learning. We are therefore hopeful that the power of technology, when thoughtfully employed, can serve as a great equalizer in delivering quality education.

By enabling ubiquitous access and personalization, Equitable EdTech can close the gap for students while also empowering teachers to be more effective, especially when there is lack of access to high-quality schools, high-quality teacher training, rigorous curriculum, or appropriate interventions. Additionally, recent evidence demonstrates that these models can be both highly impactful and cost-effective.

However, our experience has also taught us that scaling and sustaining Equitable EdTech requires much more than eager learners and motivated educators. It demands the alignment of multiple actors across sectors in local ecosystems. This report examines such ecosystems and how they combine the efforts of government and education leaders, investors and philanthropists, and innovators and entrepreneurs.

Specifically, we sought to:
Identify the events, actions, and initiatives across public, private, and social sectors that have contributed to the equitable scaling of EdTech in these countries; and

Inform a public policy and investing agenda by identifying the highest-impact interventions that might contribute to EdTech scaling in other countries.

Our hope is that the country-system examples we examined, including Chile, China, Indonesia, and the United States, will inspire these interdependent actors to collaborate on creating the enabling conditions for equitable impact of technology at scale in their regions. We also hope that the ecosystem model presented in this report will spark debate as well as attract new partners.

There are six reports in the Scaling Access & Impact: Realizing the Power of EdTech series, including:

- Executive Summary
- Global Report
- Country Report: Chile
- Country Report: China
- Country Report: Indonesia
- Country Report: United States

This report is the case study report for Chile. A separately available country report for each other case study country and a full global synthesis report are also being published.

**Chile Country Report**

Over the last 25 years in Chile, the Ministry of Education’s (MoE’s) Enlaces policy has integrated technology into schools’ educational practices. The education technology (EdTech) model observed at scale in Chile consists of relatively traditional, school-based access to digital resources in school computer laboratories facilitated by teachers. However, innovations are emerging through a small, local EdTech market. Scaling primarily resulted from a combination of public policies that enabled the gradual development of infrastructure and human capacity to utilize EdTech in schools.

The spread of digital technology in Chilean society has been enabled by sustained economic growth, increasing the entire population’s purchasing power, combined with a gradual reduction in the prices of digital devices, mobile data, and telecommunications services. Currently, all schools have digital infrastructure that supports students’ learning across the curriculum and their development of digital skills. However, the frequency and quality of EdTech use are uneven, and its impacts are elusive because of the challenges of isolating EdTech impact given the complex environments in which it is deployed. The MoE monitors learning achievement through the national curriculum and learning assessments, putting pressure on schools to show results. The MoE provides schools with funding to implement plans to improve learning outcomes, and schools invest a portion of these resources in EdTech to support educational improvement.

The EdTech market is approximately United States dollars (USD) 50 million per year, similar in magnitude to the MoE’s annual investment in textbooks for all children in all subjects. Public school EdTech purchases are facilitated by an online government-maintained marketplace where approximately 500 Chilean and international EdTech products are offered by 100 local companies. For consumers, objective and robust information on product effectiveness is lacking, and there are few independent evaluations or peer recommendation networks. When using EdTech, schools ask for
long-term support, which makes products more expensive to deliver effectively and drives companies to price after-sales services into their offerings.

Apart from EdTech companies, the main actors in the EdTech ecosystem are the MoE, schools, and the Ministry of Economy. The Ministry of Economy’s Production Development Corporation (Corporación de Fomento de la Producción de Chile [CORFO]) has supported EdTech innovations and ventures in the early stages of gestation and internationalization. In Chile, very little private risk capital is available for new technology businesses, making it difficult for companies to grow. Thus, EdTech entrepreneurs must bootstrap for growth, relying on the gradual increase of their direct sales to schools and occasional sales to the MoE.

This case study is the result of more than 20 interviews and site visits and a document review conducted in Chile over a 2-month period in 2018. This work contributed to the development of the Global EdTech Scaling Ecosystem Model (see Annex 1).

Exhibit 1 summarizes the key takeaways from the Chile country study, and Exhibit 2 presents a snapshot of Chile’s EdTech ecosystem.

Exhibit 1: Key Takeaways

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspiring Proofpoint</th>
<th>Practice for Replication</th>
<th>Practice for Further Exploration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EdTech can scale through careful programs that deliberately combine hardware with implementation support and teacher training.</td>
<td>Long-term, top-down vision implemented in partnership with university networks or other NGOs who specialize in adaptive management, active learning and knowledge sharing.</td>
<td>How can Chile move more rapidly from technology for information and communication technology (ICT) literacy and basic productivity tasks to EdTech for transformative, personalized learning?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Exhibit 2: Chile EdTech Country Snapshot

**Ecosystem Profile**

**EDTECH SUPPLY AND BUSINESS MODEL**
EdTech market similar in size to the textbook market. Some efforts to incubate innovation, yet little private capital for new business ventures.

**ENABLING INFRASTRUCTURE**
All schools have digital infrastructure for learning, mostly computer labs for digital learning resources. Administrative platforms are widespread.

**HUMAN CAPACITY**
Although attention has been paid to developing teacher skills along with hardware connectivity, transformative pedagogical use remains limited.

**EDUCATION POLICY AND STRATEGY**
Growth of EdTech largely driven by central government, introduced in a gradual planned manner. Education standards and value placed on basic digital literacy.

**Timeline**

- **1978**: The use of IT and related skills is incorporated into the design of a new curricular framework for the country.
- **1986**: The use of ICT and related skills is consolidated as part of a new curricular framework for the country.
- **1992**: Chile's education reforms lead to the introduction of ICT in the school system.
- **1999**: ENACES (1999) begins the national expansion of EdTech in the school system. Includes support to teachers in each school for two years.
- **2000**: ENACES (2000) provides free training to 20,000 adults in the basic use of technology. The programme is extended to all schools in the country.
- **2005**: ENACES (2005) reaches all schools in the country. The access and use of technology in schools and teacher training is extended.
- **2006**: ENACES (2006) launches PLAN IEF to strengthen the access and use of technology in schools. More teacher training is offered.
- **2006**: ENACES (2006) delivers resources to schools for educational improvement, which helps stimulate a market of EdTech providers.
- **2011**: Chile's national educational portal (2011) (EVCAM) helps teachers and students take advantage of educational resources available on the internet.
- **2012**: Average number of students per computer in secondary education has dropped from 44 in 2008 to 13.
- **2013**: Chile's national educational portal (2011) delivers 150,000 laptops to all students who start 7th year in municipal schools.
- **2018**: Chile delivers voice recognition and translation apps. Additional resources for students' homes and classroom.
- **2019**: Connected to Learn plan (2019) delivers 150,000 laptops to all students who start 7th year in municipal schools.
- **2020**: Chile's national educational portal (2011) delivers 150,000 laptops to all students who start 7th year in municipal schools.

---

Chile
Country Background

Society

With a population of just over 18 million inhabitants and a life expectancy of 80 years (Exhibit 3),³ Chile is one of Latin America's fastest-growing economies. In 2017, the per capita gross domestic product (GDP) was USD 15,059, and the proportion of the population living in poverty (on USD 4 per day) was 8.6%, down from 26% in 2000.⁴ Chile's free-market economy is open to the world, and the country has both superior social indicators relative to the rest of the region and a high degree of socioeconomic inequality. It is ranked first in the region, but 44th globally out of 189, on the Human Development Index, a composite index of quality of life indicators such as health, education, and standard of living.⁵

Over the last three decades, Chile's political stability and economic growth have enabled it to respond to growing pressure to provide a quality education with increases in public spending. This pressure stems from both a society that aspires to greater equality of opportunities and Chile’s elites, who understand that education is an important lever for economic development.

Geographically, the country stretches along the Andean mountain range, spanning nearly the entire South American continent from north to south. Significant distances between cities, in addition to extreme differences in elevation, especially between the east and west of the country, affect access to schools, particularly in rural areas.

Exhibit 3: Chile’s Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World’s 44th largest economy6</th>
<th>480,000 square miles of territory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010 GDP: USD 272 billion</td>
<td>8.6% of population living in poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population: 18 million</td>
<td>Adult literacy rate: 96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Education System

School Structure and Management

Free, compulsory education lasts 13 years, from approximately 6 to 18 years old. Chile has gross enrollment ratios of 99.8% in primary education and 99.6% in secondary education.⁷ Public spending on education comprises 5.3% of GDP.⁸ The educational system—primary and secondary—includes approximately 2.8 million students, 156,000 teachers, and 12,680 schools;⁹ 8% of students attend rural schools. Public schools, catering to 92% of students, are either municipal schools (owned by the city) or state-subsidized but privately owned schools (i.e., charter schools). To achieve the equitable improvement of educational results, the MoE sets high expectations for student learning and teacher performance.

Related to student learning, the MOE encourages schools to focus on improving outcomes in three ways: (1) periodically evaluating their educational results through the Measurement System for the
Quality of Education (Sistema Medición de la Calidad de la Educación [SIMCE]); (2) supporting, and even intervening, in schools according to a classification based on SIMCE results: better results, more autonomy; worse results, more intervention; and (3) providing additional resources to families and schools according to students’ socioeconomic levels to help schools implement their Educational Improvement Plans (Plan de Mejoramiento Educativo [PMEs]). Funds in the form of a Preferential School Subsidy (Subvencion Escolar Preferencial [SEP]) reach the families directly through vouchers or schools through disbursements, but PMEs are created by each school. It should be noted, however, that although the system’s emphasis on standardized tests may serve an important accountability function, especially related to SEP disbursements, it tends to discourage educational innovation in schools.

Regarding teacher performance, the MoE sets high expectations for teaching quality by (1) holding teachers accountable using an external teacher evaluation that occurs every 4 years and evaluates pedagogy and content knowledge and (2) incentivizing performance improvement through a career ladder that enables teachers to progress and increase their salaries by achieving good evaluation results. Note that these evaluations do not explicitly consider EdTech use or student achievement (test scores).

The Chilean educational system is highly stratified: students from more vulnerable contexts tend to be in municipal schools, whereas those from the middle class tend to enroll in private subsidized schools. This situation is mainly the consequence of a policy that allowed private subsidized schools to charge an extra fee. Since 2015, a new law requires all state-subsidized, privately owned schools to be non-profit, but to date, no detectable shift in demographics has occurred. As a result, 86% of municipal schools serve students at the lowest socioeconomic levels; this figure is reduced by half among private subsidized schools and to zero among private paid schools. Much has been written about the Chilean experience with education vouchers and school choice; details are beyond the scope of this study, but see, for example, an overview by Steven Ambrus of the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB).

Funding
Public spending on education increased dramatically over the last 4 years, from approximately USD 1 billion in 1990 to USD 17 billion in 2018 (from 2.4% to 5.3% of GDP). The state subsidy per student for basic operation is equal for both municipal and private schools, but an additional subsidy is provided to schools with large populations of low-income students—the SEP.

In 2008, the Law on Preferential School Subsidies (SEP) was enacted, which established the delivery of additional financial resources to schools for each student from the lowest socioeconomic sectors; in some cases, these additional resources can amount to a 50% increase in a school’s budget. In total, these additional resources represent 18% of total education spending in Chile. As described earlier, the provision of SEP funds is tied to the execution of school improvement plans designed and implemented by the schools themselves, and the funds can be used to improve curriculum management, school leadership, school environment, or educational resources.

This law sought to target funding to and prioritize intervention for schools needing the most support. In addition to budget support, SEP categorized schools according to their educational outcomes and...
required those with the worst results to seek support from the MoE to implement their school improvement plan, while those with better results could do so with complete autonomy. Likewise, the SEP Law established that external support to schools financed with SEP resources could only be contracted to approved entities registered in a national database of Educational Technical Assistance (Asistencia Técnica Educativa [ATE]) institutions.

Standards and Assessment
Since the late 1980s, Chile has used a national assessment system, called SIMCE, which regularly measures students’ achievement in grades 4, 8, and 10. The results of these evaluations, which have not improved significantly over time, are strongly associated with students’ socioeconomic status. As a result, municipal schools generally have the lowest results, and private paid schools have the highest. The 1990s saw the beginning of broad educational reforms seeking to modernize Chile’s curriculum and evaluation systems, provide more and better educational resources, significantly lengthen the school day, strengthen teachers’ initial training, and more. More recently, social movements led by secondary and university students (in 2006 and 2011, respectively) influenced structural reforms aimed at improving equal opportunities at all levels.

In the most recent Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) tests (2015), Chile ranked 42nd in reading, 44th in science, and 48th in math globally out of 70 participating countries; however, it ranked 1st among participating Latin American countries (Exhibit 4).

Exhibit 4: Education in Chile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>156,000 teachers</th>
<th>12,680 schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.8 million students</td>
<td>Ranked 44th in science (PISA 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USD 4,996 per student expenditure</td>
<td>5.3% of GDP spent on education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Infrastructure
The 2017 International Telecommunication Union (ITU) ICT Development Index ranks Chile 3rd in Latin America after Uruguay (42nd globally) and Argentina (51st globally). In Chile, 66% of the population uses Internet, 64% of households have a computer, 61% have Internet access in their homes, and 69% have Internet access via their mobile devices. In Chile, the telecommunication market was privatized in the late 1980s and is very competitive, especially in urban areas. In contrast, it is not well developed in rural areas where investments in telecommunications infrastructure are less profitable. In the early 2000s, the government launched a policy to accelerate digital development, promoting the digitization of public services and businesses and the training of the entire population. However, technology integration had already begun in the education sector as early as 1992, when the MoE launched the Enlaces initiative to promote the educational use of technologies in schools. (See more about Enlaces in the following section, Scaling Access).
Enlaces has operated the digital education policy for more than 25 years, facilitating the maturation of the use of technology in schools through the provision of infrastructure, digital resources, and training and support for teachers. As a result, all Chilean schools have digital infrastructure for educational use, and although the number of computers available per student is similar to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) average, 20% of schools do not have access to Internet, most of which are rural, and the Internet speed, even in urban areas, is often inadequate.\textsuperscript{14} Conversely, at home, students do not tend to use digital educational resources but do perform school tasks with computer support, using mainly Internet and productivity tools.\textsuperscript{15} Interestingly, with an average of more than 3 hours per day, students in Chile currently spend more time at home on the Internet than most other countries worldwide.\textsuperscript{16} Furthermore, although this time is spent on entertainment, students’ tendency toward using the Internet at home indicates digital literacy, fluency, and preferences that could be leveraged for educational purposes.

**EdTech in Chile**

Technology has played an important role in multiple educational reform initiatives because of the high domestic value placed on technology skills as a source of opportunity and competitiveness. As the education system is operated by states and municipalities but regulated by the federal government, education policies develop through top-down and bottom-up pathways simultaneously, pushing and empowering schools and facilitating the growth of EdTech entrepreneurs.

This section looks at the evolution of EdTech scaling in across three main phases of change—access, use, and impact—as illustrated in Exhibit 5 (for a more comprehensive discussion of the Ecosystem Change Model, see the Global Report). One common error in EdTech is assuming that scaling a product will naturally result in its appropriate use. Scaling access (or even ‘opportunity to access’) does not equal use, nor does opportunity to use mean that the product will be used in a way that results in impact on learning outcomes at scale. The outcome of a strong EdTech ecosystem should be a steeper slope, indicating a more rapid transition to transformative use of technology.

This section describes several Chilean examples of EdTech with a measure of success in scaling and identifies the factors that enabled this success.
Scaling Access

Scaling access means there are EdTech products in the market, and users have the ability to adopt them because they have the technology (e.g., hardware, connectivity) to do so.

Among the public policies that have promoted the wide adoption of EdTech, the MoE’s Enlaces and SEP stand out. Enlaces promoted the educational use of technology centrally, within the framework of policies to improve educational quality and equity, and SEP empowered schools to implement their own school improvement plans, which include the use of EdTech. In addition, another initiative was recently introduced to expand Internet access in homes. (See the Home access to technology section, below).

The Enlaces Network

Enlaces means, literally, ‘links’ or ‘connections’ in Spanish. The initiative emerged in 1992 as a pilot project, relatively small in the education policy agenda, and gradually expanded to national scale, becoming one of the most massive and lasting initiatives of its kind globally (see text box below). The term ‘Enlaces’ is now associated with the networks created between schools and universities in service of technology-enhanced learning. Between 1992 and 1995, Enlaces invested USD 5 million to test an EdTech model in 100 schools in the Temuco region, 700 km from Chile’s capital. This pilot was implemented by the University of the Frontier. After 1995, Enlaces began to expand the model in the rest of the country, building on lessons learned from the pilot. The model that was scaled nationally in 1995 involved technological infrastructure, digital educational resources, and training and support for teachers and promoted the use of ICT to improve subject knowledge and develop digital skills to function in the knowledge economy and society.

Thanks to Enlaces, nearly all Chilean schools have a basic technology model consisting of one or more computer laboratories where subject-area teachers can go with their students and conduct lessons with the support of digital resources, often pairing students to work on one computer. Many schools also have Mobile Laboratories, which consist of carts with portable computers or tablets that
can be brought to classrooms for teachers to carry out pedagogical activities with the support of digital resources. Increasingly, school classrooms also have projectors (occasionally interactive whiteboards) that teachers can use with a classroom laptop. Schools usually have computers in their library to facilitate research, in the teachers’ office for personal use or curricular planning, and in administrative offices. In general, all these devices are part of a local network that is connected to the Internet, and schools increasingly have Wi-Fi in their classrooms.

By the end of the 1990s, nearly all urban schools had been incorporated into Enlaces, reaching approximately 90% of non-private school enrollment, and tens of thousands of teachers had been trained. Connecting the remaining approximately four thousand multi-grade rural schools was completed in the first half of the 2000s. The model for rural schools was different from that used in urban schools to better respond to the smaller, more isolated nature and pedagogical needs of rural schools’ multi-grade classrooms. For example, the rural model provided a pair of computers in the classroom instead of a separate laboratory and instituted a strategy of longer teacher training (3 years instead of 2 years), with less frequent (once a month instead of every week) but more intense support, including support during classroom work. This differentiation is an important lesson of the Chilean model, demonstrating that scaling access does not mean providing a boilerplate solution.

Connecting rural schools to sufficient and reliable Internet bandwidth is, however, an issue that has not been resolved. Since the late 1990s, various strategies have been tested with the support of the government telecommunications agency (SUBTEL) to expand and strengthen the Internet access across the school system. In particular, SUBTEL has a special fund—the Telecommunications Development Fund (Fondo de Desarrollo de las Telecomunicaciones [FDT])—to subsidize the delivery of these services in rural areas. Unlike other Universal Service Fund models, FDT funding comes from general taxes and not as a percentage of telecom revenues. However, this policy has, to date, been inadequate to permanently deliver and maintain quality connections for the most isolated rural schools.

**Home Access to Technology**

In the late 2000s, Chile also joined the one-to-one (1:1) movement becoming popular around the world and in Latin America. In 2008, the government launched a plan to provide laptops to 7th grade students from the poorest 40% of families, on condition of good academic achievement. This initiative, known as “Choose my PC”, was complemented in 2016 with another plan, “I Connect to Learn” (Me Conecto para Aprender), that delivered laptops and a year of Internet access to all students who start 7th grade in municipal schools. Both initiatives were funded by the MoE but managed by the National Board of School Aid and Scholarships (Junta Nacional de Auxilio Escolar y Becas [JUNAEB]) rather than the agency responsible for Enlaces. JUNAEB is a division of the MoE that is responsible for delivering support to students in vulnerable situations and was the only unit legally able to provide the computers at home because the mandate of Enlaces extended only to schools. These programs aimed to improve technology access in students’ homes, but unlike other 1:1 programs, they did not intend that laptops be taken to schools. This example illustrates an important aspect of the required implementation coherence across the government, which can be aided by a strong, overarching vision for EdTech.
Over time, Chile’s investments to put laptops in students’ households have far exceeded the MoE’s centralized investment allocated to schools for infrastructure, digital resources, and training. In 2018, USD 67 million was invested in laptops for households, whereas only USD 13 million was invested in
EdTech for schools. Exhibit 6 provides an overview of the MoE's investments between 1995 and 2018, the main increases, and the long-term evolution. Considering only investments directed to schools in 1995–2018, the MoE has invested an average of approximately USD 15 per student per year. Exhibit 6 also shows that in recent years, there has been a tendency to decrease centralized investments for schools, which is the consequence of a broader MoE policy established through the SEP Law.


Source: Elaboration of the author based on data from Donoso, 2010; Government Budget Office of Chile (Dirección de Presupuestos Gobierno de Chile [DIPRES]), 2010; and other sources.

Impact of the SEP Law

At the end of the 2000s, Enlaces began adapting its strategies to strengthen schools’ capacity to integrate technology into their school improvement plans associated with the SEP Law (see the Education System–Funding section above). As described above, the SEP Law established that external support to schools financed with SEP resources could only be contracted to approved entities registered in a national database of ATE institutions. At the beginning of the century, the MoE’s decentralization policy was gradually reducing centralized investments for Enlaces and discontinuing direct contracts with Enlaces partner universities; instead, they expected the universities to be reconvered into ATE institutions able to be contracted directly by schools. However, only some of them achieved this aim. Furthermore, investments in an EdTech Catalog and Models (see the Scaling Impact section) were cut, among others, with the hope that schools would incorporate EdTech into their school improvement plans financed by the subsidy and that this would be enough to sustain the country’s EdTech market.
Fortunately, EdTech’s direct purchase volume from schools grew as new SEP resources arrived; in 2018, the direct purchase volume was estimated at approximately USD 50 million per year (USD 4,000 per school or USD 17 per student per year). Although this amount may seem relatively small compared to those of other countries (and just 3.3% of the total SEP budget), it is in fact considerable compared to the MoE’s annual centralized EdTech investment for schools, which reached USD 60 million, including infrastructure, digital resources, and training in the year of greatest expansion (1997), and even compared to the 2016 peak of USD 90 million, which included laptops for students’ homes (Exhibit 6). In addition, schools’ investment in EdTech is significant compared to the USD 50 million invested by the MoE annually in textbooks for all children in all subjects at all levels. With the SEP, more resources for educational improvement were transferred to schools with greater needs. At the same time, these schools were given more power to decide on how to use these resources, and an industry of educational service providers was created that could respond to their support demands.

More recently, Enlaces has proposed more variety in technology models for schools, beginning to include carts with laptops as part of the 1:1 model, plus interactive whiteboards and tablets. Notably, these strategies have reached many schools; for example, 1,500 schools (12%) received carts with resources to support Language, Mathematics, and Science in elementary school, and 700 received tablets with applications as part of a plan to support mathematics in Kindergarten and grade 1. However, these strategies have not reached the massive scale of computer laboratories. It is estimated that, through its various strategies and initiatives, Enlaces trained three out of four classroom teachers in the country during its first two decades of implementation, with the average number of students per computer in secondary education dropping from 44 in 2000 to 4.7 in 2012.

**Scaling Use**

‘Scaling use’ is distinguished from ‘scaling access’ by emphasizing that just because one can access a product does not mean that one will do so. Progress toward EdTech use is considered observable when products show evidence of an active user base (e.g., subscriptions) and are facilitated for use in classrooms by trained educators, among others. There are also different levels of use, from basic to transformative, which depend on effective capacity building for EdTech integration.

Enlaces was ultimately successful because equal priority and resources were directed toward hardware, networking, training, and capacity building.

**Models of Use**

The educational uses of technology across schools are very diverse, although technology typically supports the teaching of curricular subjects and the development of students’ digital skills (understood in a broad sense, as those skills linked to the technology required in the 21st century, such as the search, selection, and management of information with the Internet and other digital tools). Consequently, it is common to find a broad spectrum of digital resources being used in schools.

Classroom projectors are very commonly used to support teacher presentations and student presentations. Furthermore, 75% of teachers report using the Internet for research activities, 63% use productivity tools in class work, 40% use educational software, and 30% use technology to administer assessments. According to data from the 2015 PISA study, 50% of students say they use the
Internet at their school at least once a week, suggesting that free digital resources available on the Internet may be a source of support for teachers.22

Interestingly, the Enlaces initiative predated any explicit ICT skills curriculum. Until the mid-1990s, the Chilean curriculum did not include any mention of ICT skills. The first time this dimension was incorporated was in 1997 in the context of the design of a completely new curricular framework for the country. Since then, and in a progressive manner, Enlaces has incorporated into the curricular framework descriptions of what the school experience is expected to offer to Chilean students in relation to ICT, specifically referring to the fluid handling of these tools in the context of inquiry tasks, information management, and problem solving, among others.

As a result, there is no uniform set of digital educational resources in Chilean schools. Platforms to support the practice of mathematics, content to promote reading and writing, simulations and animations for sciences, and systems to conduct evaluations are all examples of EdTech in use. There are many providers of these applications, but none is universally used, with the exception of those resources distributed by Enlaces as either open educational resources or licensed ones. This diversity of uses and resources has been promoted since the launch of the MoE’s digital policies and has been further reinforced by the decentralization of purchase decisions by schools facing a market that offers a wide range of products.

Platforms for school management (see the Technology for administration and governance section), which are quite popular in Chilean schools, are the only exception. It is estimated that only small schools with fewer than 200 students or rural schools without Internet access lack such a platform (20% of schools). These platforms support administrative tasks that are the responsibility of the school owner (e.g., accounting, human resources, purchases, inventory) and the processes of academic registration that are the responsibility of the directive team and teachers (e.g., student information, such as attendance and notes). Normally, these platforms offer additional modules, though not all schools adopt them, to facilitate communication with parents, support curriculum planning and monitoring, perform evaluations, and analyze their results, among others. Data from these administrative platforms also feed into the national education management systems used to calculate school subsidies, among other things.

Teacher Training
One of the main lessons of the Enlaces pilot was the importance of providing ongoing and long-term support to teachers to encourage use. During expansion, the MoE designed a 2-year training strategy for a group of 20 teachers from each school, which was implemented via weekly 2-hour sessions held in the computer laboratories recently delivered to schools. To implement this strategy nationally, the Ministry partnered with universities, assigning each university to manage the project in an area of the country, support the schools in that area, and train their teachers. This implementation strategy was the same as that used by the University of the Frontier in the pilot stage of Enlaces. A partnership was structured with a network of more than 20 universities throughout the country (La Red de Asistencia Técnica de Enlaces, [RATE]), each of which was responsible for meeting schools’ varied technical support needs related to installation, functioning, and email. School computers were connected to servers in the universities to exchange email because at that time, prior to the spread of the Web, private Internet Service Providers (ISPs) did not exist in Chile.23 This email service through the
universities was necessary until the schools connected to the Internet via ISPs, which occurred at scale in 1998 when Enlaces received a donation of this type of connection from CTC-Chile (now Movistar) for all urban schools in the country. Until the beginning of the following decade, when broadband connections began to proliferate, these Internet connections were mostly via land line.

**Technology for Administration and Governance**

In 2000, the government launched a digital strategy to accelerate the digitization of public and private services. As part of this agenda, Enlaces organized a national digital literacy campaign using the schools’ computer laboratories as centers open to the community and paying existing teachers to deliver specific courses to parents and the general public, outside of class schedules. This complementary function of Enlaces extended throughout the following decade, training half a million adults in the basic use of technology.\(^{24}\) Regarding school management, the Ministry gives full administrative autonomy to schools but requires them to account for the resources delivered and to regularly feed a national online information system with all students’ demographic and educational data. As a result, most school administrators seek platforms for the administration of their resources and the management of student data to submit to the MoE.

The local EdTech market includes approximately 10 companies that provide platforms for school administration (e.g., accounting, human resources, purchases, inventory) or curricular planning processes and student records (e.g., evaluations, grading, assistance). The market for management platforms is dominated by Napsis, which resulted from a university project and then consolidated as a company serving municipal and subsidized schools. After Napsis, Colegium is the next largest player in this market and primarily serves private schools.\(^{3}\)

In general, although most of these companies started with management systems offerings, over time, they have added educational resources to respond to school and teacher needs and upsell for increased revenue. School administrators value the fact that they can rely on one provider for both management and learning solutions, leading to the rapid growth of companies such as WebClass.

**Content Focus**

In 2001, Enlaces partnered with Fundación Chile to establish a national education portal, Educarchile,\(^{25}\) to help teachers and students take advantage of the open educational resources available on the Internet. In 2004, Chile participated in the creation of the Latin American Network of Educational Portals (Red Latinoamericana Portales Educativos [RELPE]) to strengthen the exchange of content and joint learning across similar initiatives in the region.

**Product Marketplace**

The growing Educarchile initiative is leading to the use of a broad spectrum of digital resources by schools. For example, 200 municipalities purchased 325 different digital educational resources from 75 companies registered in the Mercado Público (MP) in 2018.\(^{26}\) The MP is a digital marketplace organized by the Ministry of Economy to facilitate the procurement of products and services that the

---

\(^{1}\) Specific products and companies mentioned are neither exhaustive nor an endorsement by the authors; they are only meant to be illustrative of the types of products on the market.
850 public agencies, including the 345 municipalities, require to operate. The MP offers more than 100 thousand products, including 500 cataloged as digital educational resources.

Although this system helps municipalities to buy EdTech relatively quickly, it does not completely solve the internal bureaucracy surrounding municipal schools and the slow pace of decision-making, which can take between 2 and 6 months from first contact with the school buyer to purchase. MP does not educate school directors and teachers on products’ the features or impact; this information is typically conveyed during EdTech companies’ sales pitches.

The MP is undoubtedly a high-impact sales channel by which EdTech products can reach municipal schools. If a company does not offer its products via MP, it is challenging to sell to municipal schools. However, the MP has limitations from the EdTech point of view. For example, it cannot be used by privately owned subsidized schools. In addition, the platform is only updated every 2–4 years, meaning that new EdTech companies may need to wait years to be included. For products to be included in the MP, a basic review is completed, confirming that the offered products correspond with their descriptions and function correctly. However, this review not validate or attest to their impact on learning or relevance.

**Scaling Impact**

In general terms, the Chilean education system, with some disparity across schools, has access to digital technology that enables improved learning. However, while the use of this technology is widespread, the frequency and quality of its use and impact vary widely. In a study conducted by Enlaces in 2012, in which all the country’s schools were categorized at one of three levels of maturity for infrastructure and the pedagogical use of computer resources, although 30% of the schools achieved level 3 (the highest level) for infrastructure, only 1% had reached level 3 for pedagogical use (more frequent use and more powerful pedagogical modalities). The vast majority of schools (87%) had only reached the intermediate level of pedagogical use of digital resources.

The maturity of EdTech in Chile across the phases of scale—access, use and impact—is really a story of the evolution of the Enlaces program. Although it started small, Enlaces eventually evolved into an institution implemented by a specific office within the MoE—the Center for Education and Technology—but always retained the ‘Enlaces’ brand and identity. In mid-2018, the responsibilities previously borne by the Enlaces program were transitioned into the MoE’s new Center for Innovation. As the Center matured, more resources were dedicated to evaluation and to adjusting implementation based on lessons learned while embracing technological innovations. Several specific initiatives demonstrate these efforts.

**EdTech Product Selection and Evaluation**

At the end of 2006, Enlaces launched *Plan TEC*, (Technologies for Quality Education, Plan Tecnologías para una Educación de Calidad [TEC]) to ensure a new infrastructure standard in schools (one or more laboratory of 20 computers, depending on enrollment; more computers for teachers and libraries; and equipment for projection in classrooms) and a new agreement with school owners for the maintenance and use of this technology. Additionally, to support the use of this infrastructure, Enlaces began to offer blended learning teacher training courses focused on the use of
technology across curricular subjects and created two initiatives to generate and disseminate quality digital educational resources: the *EdTech Catalog* and *EdTech Models*.

**EdTech Catalog** is a website that presents technical, curricular, and methodological information about digital educational resources. EdTech Catalog’s main difference from the MP is that the MP does not include expert evaluation or curricular and methodological information and also does not aggregate demand and benefit from the resulting economies of scale in pricing. The EdTech Catalog resources were selected by experts from the MoE after a broad call to the EdTech market. Once a year, schools could make their choices based on their allocated virtual budgets, which were higher for lower-resource schools. Then, Enlaces purchased the requested products, taking advantage of the economies of scale facilitated by this aggregation of demand. Through this initiative, schools purchased hundreds of educational digital resources. Additionally, schools were able to take advantage of catalog information to make direct purchases from suppliers using their own resources.

The second initiative, called **EdTech Models**, allowed companies and universities to request that Enlaces evaluate their proposals for pedagogical models that include the use of technology to improve curricular learning. Enlaces funded the evaluation of the models through a pilot in which evaluations were implemented by either the EdTech company or a university. These evaluations sought to determine the impact of the proposed model and then support the development of an intervention and support strategy for schools to adopt the model. After the pilot, the various EdTech models could be gradually offered and adopted by more schools with financial support from Enlaces. Approximately a dozen models were tested and disseminated through this initiative.

**EFECTO EDUCATIVO** has been in the market for more than 10 years and offers more than 60 blended-format products for initial, primary, and secondary education in mathematics, science, communication, and technology. Each of these products involves specific lesson plans supported with materials (e.g., booklets, guides, cards, texts) and digital resources (for, e.g., exercises, simulations, presentations) to be used by students. All these resources are packaged in boxes or suitcases so that they can be easily delivered to classrooms.

**IMACTIVA** was founded more than 15 years ago and is focused on the development of digital contents to be distributed through the Internet and used by students studying language, mathematics, natural sciences, and social sciences in early and primary education.

**COMPUMAT** has been operating for more than a decade and delivers a platform to support student learning in mathematics. Their platform guides students through a series of exercises, assessments, and contents.

**LAB4U** is a 5-year-old startup that develops applications for cell phones to make them experimental devices for teaching science in secondary education. Lab4u also proposes methodologies to work with students using these devices.
Alignment with Standards

Because of the quality and performance standards articulated by the MoE (see the Education System–School structure and management section above), school stakeholders are pressured to develop educational improvement initiatives. Many choose to embed digital resources to support change in learning outcomes and use the preferential subsidy (SEP) to carry out their improvement plans.

Usually, schools select EdTech that can contribute to the improvement objectives outlined in their plans, either because a teacher discovered and advocated for that product or because a company presented it to them as part of their sales efforts. Although school stakeholders would value having evaluation information and data about impact of the identified products, this information is essentially nonexistent, with the exception of EdTech Models (described above). Indeed, there are no independent organizations that validate or certify the available products, and no sites exist where users can comment on their experience with different resources, although such sites would be of great help to future buyers. In practice, schools must trust the marketing information provided by companies or occasional press reviews.

One demand expressed frequently by school stakeholders during the interviews performed for this study and recognized by EdTech companies is the need for these products to have long-term support, including an important face-to-face component (in contrast to casual and distance schemes). This embedded, long-term support is seen by schools as essential to transition from access to implementation of new methodologies and to use new digital resources impactfully. From the companies’ point of view, delivering such support is an additional challenge as doing so means adding to their products a layer of services that can be spread throughout the country without losing quality. Indeed, this layer is based on a contingent of professionals who are costly and whose quality is difficult to maintain when it is scaled throughout the system. EdTech entrepreneurs must also understand Chile’s education standards and ensure that they offer products and services tailored to the curriculum and standards.

An example of the type of service EdTech entrepreneurs deliver is Efecto Educativo’s approach, which provides face-to-face training for 10 teachers (2–3 hours) plus distance assistance (phone or virtual) for a total of 2 hours during the first months of use. The company also offers a separate follow-up package with three visits for co-teaching, observation, and feedback and three visits for follow-up meetings with the director (or school principal) and teachers. Finally, in their after-sales service, Efecto Educativo’s salespeople regularly monitor the use of resources purchased by their customers through passive data capture (e.g., how many teachers are using it and how often); these data are analyzed and can lead to specific school support and interventions.

Summary

Exhibit 7 summarizes specific characteristics of the ecosystem that are associated with advancing along the Ecosystem Change Model in Chile.
Exhibit 7: The Role of Existing Ecosystem Elements in EdTech Scaling in Chile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Scaling Access</th>
<th>Scaling Use</th>
<th>Scaling Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education System</td>
<td>A strong central vision—the Enlaces program—was expanded from pilot to scale,</td>
<td>With the SEP, more resources for educational improvement were transferred</td>
<td>Decentralized purchase decisions allow schools to match technology (hardware and software) with the needs of their school community. Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reaching all schools in the country.</td>
<td>to schools with more needs. Additionally, schools were given more power</td>
<td>standards from the central level pressure schools to achieve continued improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to decide what EdTech to use and how to do so.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling Infrastructure</td>
<td>Piloting at a small scale allowed appropriate models to be spread to schools,</td>
<td>Custom software—La Plaza—functionally and conceptually supported the</td>
<td>EdTech Models and university efforts have been directed toward evaluating the impact of different models and supporting schools to adopt promising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>avoiding the pitfalls of scaling a one-size-fits-all model. Engineering</td>
<td>adoption of online collaborative learning. The MoE’s gradual exit from</td>
<td>ones. High-quality connectivity remains a challenge in rural areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>expertise sourced from the university level supported within- and between-school</td>
<td>Enlaces led to a network of educational service providers able to respond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>networking, FDT subsidized service delivery in rural areas, and a government</td>
<td>to schools’ support demands. Established online portals for accessing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>program provided access to laptops in homes. A private sector partner helped</td>
<td>digital resources (open and licensed) are available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>connect urban schools to the Internet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capacity</td>
<td>The Enlaces model included plans for capacity building from the outset.</td>
<td>Platforms for administration, communication with parents, curriculum</td>
<td>EdTech entrepreneurs embed sales and support services, making adoption of their products more likely while building teacher capacity for use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University partnerships enabled the rollout of hardware, software, and training.</td>
<td>planning and monitoring, and evaluation, among other tasks, promote the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>use and maintenance of equipment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdTech Supply and Business</td>
<td>Enlaces and other centralized government purchases, though infrequent, are</td>
<td>Developers of administrative platforms have capitalized on widespread</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models</td>
<td>opportunities for large sales. CORFO provides financial resources for local</td>
<td>sales and school relationships to also produce learning solutions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>product development.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The EdTech Scaling Ecosystem

EdTech Supply

There is no inventory of companies that offer EdTech products for schools in Chile, but according to interviews and a review of the MP, approximately 100 companies may be operating in Chile. The vast majority of these companies sell subject-specific digital resources, serve students with special educational needs, and facilitate learning assessment. Approximately one-third of EdTech products
are offered by Chilean companies, with most (if not all) of these companies being small or medium-size companies, led by professionals dedicated to education but not necessarily technology innovators. As one entrepreneur interviewed said, “In general, we are people coming from the educational field, and we are not very business savvy; this is one of our main challenges.” Other companies only market EdTech in Chile and do not develop it. Some of these are specialized in educational resources or even in digital educational resources. Others offer them as part of a much broader and more diverse portfolio of products that they import from other countries.

Most companies that develop EdTech in Chile and specialize in education offer a blended service model that is vital for customer satisfaction and improves the likelihood that their products will be adopted. Although this strategy makes their products more expensive and adds complexity to company management, it is considered essential to have an impact and remain in business; otherwise, some schools may stop using their product, causing reputational and financial damage to the company. Word of mouth remains a powerful driver of EdTech adoption among Chilean educators.

**SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MODELS:** EdTech entrepreneurs in Chile’s mostly business-to-government (B2G) market must create a careful balance among supply, demand, and purchasing power. Although Enlaces’ large but infrequent centralized purchases are important, EdTech companies’ sustainability is also dependent upon growth in sales directly to schools. Because the process of adopting EdTech in the school system is slow, companies must make limited investments, focused on specific and somewhat simpler products, which can be financed by these direct sales to schools. In contrast, broader or more complex EdTech products that require large investments depend on either large centralized purchases or more rapid expansion of direct school sales; both are uncertain and risky prospects. This difficult balancing act explains, in part, the recent bankruptcy of the Chilean company Galyleo, which made considerable investments in a complex platform for teaching mathematics for grades 2–12. Direct sales to schools were modest (around 60 schools in Chile), and although it managed to sell to some regional MoEs (Colombia), Galyleo could not survive the delay of an expected large sale to another MoE in the region.

The principal clients of EdTech companies are schools, but the MoE is also relevant, not so much because of the amounts involved—approximately USD 2 million in 2018—but because its purchases are limited to a few products that achieve significant visibility at scale. For example, *Efecto Educativo* reports that its products are present in more than 3,000 schools thanks to the MoE’s purchases, while direct sales to schools are involve approximately 300 schools per year. Similarly, *Imactiva* claims to be present in 3,000 schools thanks to the MoE and roughly 400 schools through direct sales. Large centralized purchases do not occur every year because they are usually associated with specific Enlaces initiatives (e.g., the large purchase of early reading instructional software in the early 2000s). However, when such purchases are made, they occur through the MP or competitive tenders involving a committee to evaluate the products.

**EdTech Industry Needs**

The [Association of Educational Technology Companies of Chile](https://www.association.org) ([Asociación Gremial de Empresas de Tecnologías en Educación de Chile, [AGETECH]]) was created at the end of 2017.
According to its current president, who was interviewed for this study, AGETECH seeks to coordinate active EdTech companies to promote internationalization and dialogue with the government. For this association, which currently includes approximately 20 companies that develop digital educational resources in Chile, this dialogue is important to ensure alignment of industry needs with the MoE’s future investments and policies. For example, AGETECH aims to meet with government officials regularly to learn about and influence future policies. Another activity has been to manage an exhibit displaying Chilean EdTech products at the vendor fair Bett Latin America with the financial support of the Ministry of Economy through CORFO.

Collaboration between the government and entrepreneurs is important in Chile as other sources of product development funding are limited. In fact, many EdTech companies include CORFO’s logo on their websites because, at some point in their history, they received support from CORFO to promote the development of Chile’s productive sectors. Since 2000, CORFO has deployed a variety of instruments to provide financial resources to support innovations and new entrepreneurship. CORFO provides seed money in the form of grants to co-finance EdTech ventures in the early stages of development, creates incubators and accelerators of new businesses, and supports adaptation for international markets.

**EDTECH IN URUGUAY:** Another country that is well known for its efforts to scale EdTech is Uruguay, which implemented a 1:1 program at scale. Several contrasts with Chile are relevant to any discussion of equitable EdTech scaling. (For a larger analysis, see the Global Report.) For example, unlike Chile, Uruguay does not have to contend with limited Internet access in schools because all schools are connected, but in general, the frequency and quality of the educational use of the Internet does not seem to differ substantially between the two countries. However, in areas of Uruguay where Ceibal has deployed platforms at scale together with solid methodological support, such as in mathematics and English, positive impacts have been demonstrated, especially in low-income students.

CORFO contributes between USD 10,000 and USD 1 million to each venture, and its total investment budget is USD 100 million per year. Although these investments place Chile among the top five countries in terms of public investment in new ventures (in relation to its GDP), low private investment in technological innovation leaves Chile far behind in this field. There is no developed risk capital industry that finances technology companies from their initial stages to expansion, making it difficult for such companies to grow. In Chile, capital tends to avoid the riskiest investments. Thus, earlier-stage companies often need to raise risk capital outside of Chile, primarily in the United States. However, to do so, they must first demonstrate that their ventures can be sustained in markets larger than Chile, such as Mexico. Lab4u is one example. After having difficulties growing in Chile, Lab4u is now working in Mexico, and its founder is living in Los Angeles (USA) to seek capital support to consolidate its regional growth.
Key Ecosystem Elements

The study revealed several elements of the ecosystem in Chile that enable EdTech scaling; these elements have been integrated into the overall EdTech Scaling Ecosystem Model (see Annex 1). Below, these elements are presented in the context of the relevant components of the overall model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.2 Performance standards set high expectations that incentivize improved performance and legitimize EdTech content development.</th>
<th>&gt; The educational use of technology in schools is facilitated by the presence of a national curriculum that makes ICT skills development an explicit goal.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.3 Education curriculum and policy include expectations for basic technology literacy for all teachers and students.</td>
<td>&gt; A national evaluation system puts pressure on school actors to improve learning outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 Equitable opportunity sources of funding exist for EdTech purchases and implementation support.</td>
<td>&gt; School improvement plans tied to special funding opportunities provide an opportunity for schools with a high population of children in need to access funding for EdTech investments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.1 A clear vision and strategy for EdTech from the highest level of the education system serves as a collective roadmap.</th>
<th>&gt; The Enlaces program set a long-term vision for EdTech in schools, and from the outset, it also addressed the need to embed that vision with quality improvement standards and consider related dimensions, such as infrastructure, digital resources, and capacity building of schools and teachers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Mutually beneficial, cross-industry, public and private sector partnerships support access to, use of, and impact of EdTech products and services.</td>
<td>&gt; The ability to establish partnerships with other actors in society (e.g., universities, companies) to support EdTech development in schools across those dimensions was key to the scale and sustainability of EdTech.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3 Non-government coalitions and advocacy groups support quality EdTech scale up.</td>
<td>&gt; Universities were accredited as technical assistance institutions that could be contracted with SEP resources for EdTech implementation support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 1.2 There is an objective and simple way for users to select products that meet their needs. | > Through collaboration with a foundation, a national education portal was established to take advantage of open educational resources. |
| 4.3 Non-government coalitions and advocacy groups support quality EdTech scale up. | > The MP provides a centralized procurement platform for digital educational resources. This is complemented by EdTech Catalog, which provides technical, curricular, and methodological information about digital educational resources. |
Conclusions

Chile has made progress in equitable scaling of EdTech, mainly but not exclusively because of the existence of a well-oriented and long-term policy for this purpose (Enlaces) coupled with high value placed on education in society at large. For many years, the MoE has supported two fundamental and complementary policies pertaining to EdTech scale-up: Enlaces and SEP. Enlaces developed a foundation of infrastructure, digital resources, and human capacity to support the use of ICT in schools and also championed the contribution of ICT to learning outcomes. SEP pressures and empowers schools, especially those that serve students of lower socioeconomic status, to implement interventions for educational improvement, including EdTech. The long duration of these policies despite changes in government seems to be a fundamental reason for this progress, enabling the gradual consolidation of infrastructure conditions, support for and legitimation of the slow processes of adoption, and the learning of the various institutions and actors involved in schools, ministries, universities, and companies.

Digital infrastructure in schools and in society at large facilitates but does not ensure the adoption of ICT in education. First, the spread of ICT in society as a whole (e.g., in households, companies, government) and in the homes of teachers and students generates services, practices, and a generalized digital culture that facilitate EdTech adoption in the education sector. Second, access to ICT in schools allows the educational use of ICT within the framework of school activities. The spread of ICT in society is mainly the result of economic growth and the increased affordability of...
the technologies themselves, which has been reinforced by public policies to promote the
digitalization of public services and the private sector

Although Chile has made significant progress, its advancement is subject to many limitations, in terms
of access and, importantly, the use and impact of EdTech. An active EdTech entrepreneurial
ecosystem has supplied Enlaces and schools with a variety of offerings to meet their educational
needs. However, the dissemination of these products remains limited by a general lack of awareness.

Access to and use of EdTech in Chile are not necessarily synonymous with increased learning among
students. Several studies have attempted to establish relationships between ICT access and use and
achievement on the national tests of language and mathematics implemented in grades 4, 8, and 10
(SIMCE). However, no conclusive results have been found. Similarly, other studies have attempted
to establish such a relationship with achievement on the PISA test, but again, no link has been
demonstrated.
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**Annex 1. The EdTech Scaling Ecosystem Model**

**EDTECH SUPPLY AND BUSINESS MODELS**

1.4 Mutually beneficial, cross-industry, public and private sector partnerships support access to, use of, and impact of EdTech products and services.

1.3 EdTech entrepreneurs have access to capital through appropriate business models, allowing them to survive and thrive.

1.2 There is an objective and simple way for users to select products that meet their needs.

1.1 Businesses have a cost-efficient marketing, sales, and distribution mechanism for reaching customers, whether business to government (B2G) or business to consumer (B2C).

4.4 There are multiple and varied ways of communicating product effectiveness research, evaluation, and user experience.

4.3 Nongovernment coalitions and advocacy groups support quality EdTech scale-up.

4.2 There are sufficient ongoing and equitable opportunities for stakeholder capacity building.

4.1 Local visionary leaders emerge to coalesce stakeholders around a bold common goal.

**HUMAN CAPACITY**
ENABLING INFRASTRUCTURE

2.1 Individuals are using personal devices and mobile services at home and in the community.

2.2 There is universal access to internet throughout the population through wireless, wired, or other means.

2.3 There are school-specific networking infrastructure initiatives for affordable, reliable school connectivity.

2.4 eGovernment (GovTech) initiatives connect schools through administrative platforms (i.e., EMIS, eProcurement) whose infrastructure can be harnessed for EdTech.

EDUCATION POLICY AND STRATEGY

3.1 A clear vision and strategy for EdTech from the highest level of the education system serves as a collective roadmap.

3.2 Performance standards set high expectations that incentivize improved performance and legitimize EdTech content development.

3.3 Education curriculum and policy include expectations for basic technology literacy for all teachers and students.

3.4 Equitable opportunity sources of funding exist for EdTech purchases and implementation support.
Endnotes


17 Estimate made by the author based on the amounts of purchases of digital educational resources in the *Mercado Público* (MP) and the assumption, based on reports from companies in the field, that schools in the subsidized private sector have a purchasing power for this type of resources at least similar to that of municipal schools.


30 Peirano, C., Kluttig, M., & Vergara, C. (2009). Evidencia sobre el uso de tecnologías y su correlación con el desempeño en Pisa-Ciencias 2006. In *¿Qué nos dice PISA sobre la educación de los jóvenes en Chile?*. Santiago, Chile: MoE.
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